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X MODI PER COLORARE L’ABITARE

X MODI PER COLORARE
L’ABITARE (X WAYS TO
COLOR OUR LIVING)
PERFORMANCE, LA TRIENNALE DI MILANO, 2018

X WAYS TO COLOR OUR LIVING is a game, a collective symphony, a
booklet to colour, an exercise of observing through a drawing
practice.
X WAYS TO COLOR OUR LIVING, is a collective improvisation guided
by a protocol and made by a heterogeneous group of people who
have replyed to a call.
How did it work?
The public received a booklet and a kit of 4 colours: red, yellow, green, blue. Those were the tools to follow the game.
What the public did find in this booklet?
2 playful exercises and a poster with the solutions. The drawings of ‘everyday livings’ drawn in the booklet were inspired by
the exhibition ‘999 domande sull’abitare’.
The game consisted in colouring the rounds and the squares
drawn on the booklet, and, in the meantime, to observe what
was happening in the real space.
performed by:
ALICE BERTOLASI, AMBRA CASTAGNETTI, ANNA FUMAGALLI, ANTONELLA RIZZO, CAMILLA PERINI,
CECILIA BORETTAZ, CHIARA BOI, ELENA VICINI , EMANUELA MARZOCCO, FEDERICA PONTILLO, GABRIELE CLERICI, GIORGIA LIPPOLIS, GIUSY GARGANO, ILARIA TORREGGIANI, IRIS MENEGOZ, JURI
ALI, LELLA TRADATI , LINDA FERRARI, LORENZO FIDANZI, LORENZO GUIDA
MARCELLO, MARIANGELA DE LUCA, MARLENE BRONZIERI, MARTA CAMPOLI, MARTINA STOMEO, NADIA ALLOGGIO, OSCAR CARCAMO, OWEN BELLI, ROBERTA PALMA, VALENTINA LA TERZA, VALENTINA LIVI, VALERIA NAVARRA

more images

THE WALL FOR ‘A GUIDE TO WANDER PLAYFULLY’

THE WALL FOR ‘A
GUIDE TO WANDER
PLAYFULLY’
EXHIBITION, PERFORMANCE, 2018

THE WALL to introduce publicly ‘A GUIDE TO WANDER PLAYFULLY’
has been presented on March 25 in occasion of Wandering Arts
Biennial 2018 - KICKOFF weekend. The objective was to introduce a new work named ‘A GUIDE TO WANDER PLAYFULLY’, through
drawings and maquettes. It was just a wall for the entire
day and it became a stage for 15 minutes while I was trying to
explain to my way of proceeding, sharing ideas and show the
process.
The Wandering Arts Biennial is a research and
production biennial that focuses on mobility,
versatile production and presentation methods in the field of
contemporary arts, and the nomadic practices of artists.
Because many artists and creative thinkers use
mobility, nomadism and temporality as an instrument or creative method in their artistic practice, nadine created WAB in
2014 as an open platform where works can be shown, shared
and communicated in an independent context during exhibitions, lectures, performances and other public activities.
For WAB 2018 nadine invited artist Mira Sanders and curator
Maud Salembier to collaborate.

EXERCICE COLLECTIF / LE TWISTER

EXERCICE COLLECTIF/
LE TWISTER
modular performance, 4h, 2016 / 2018

It’s a game based on 42 rules and variants through which
the players can choose how to react to the voice that gives
orders. The game has been played twice: the first time was 4
hours long and the second time was 7 hours long.
Each player wears a swimming cup of different colours compared to the circles on the floor. These elements can be used
as colours invoked by the VOICE during the exercises.
Everybody can be a VOICE. Each VOICE can be characterised by
different temperaments. The VOICE has a megaphone and she/he
uses TABLEAU du JEU to call the combinations of the body.
The public receive a paper through which he/she can have access to the rules and join the players on the playground, if
he/she feels like.

watch the video
concept, text, instruction manual by Francesca Chiacchio

WHAT’S FOR BREAKFAST ?

WHAT’S FOR BREAKFAST
PERFORMANCE, CONCERT

On the 19th of January 2018, Zinnema in Brussels invited us
to wake up thirty-five people who slept over on the stage
to celebrate the renovation of the theatre. This event named
‘The Big Reveal’.
That morning at 8 pm we started to wake up, proposing a
song :
WHAT’S FOR BREAKFAST ?
The night before, they found a fanzine and a panel near by
each bed.
On the fanzine was written why they have received a panel
and how to use it to play with
‘WHAT’S FOR BREAKFAST ?’.
WHAT’S FOR BREAKFAST ? is a song, a rebus, a game for a
collective awakening. It is living alarm clock without a
direct bottom to switch it off. Then, how can you do to stop
this noisy device? Let’s play with it, follow the instructions
and you will find the answer.
It has been created by Francesca Chiacchio and Mott Flyf,
2018.

watch the video

PLAYFUL ACTIVITIES FROM BENCH

PLAYFUL ACTIVITIES
FROM BENCH
FANZINE’S GAME, 2017

PLAYFUL ACTIVITIES FROM BENCH (fanzine)/
ACTIVITES LUDIQUES AUTOUR DU BANC (fanzine) is a booklet
for the spectators of the exhibition Microscopie du banc at
Foundation CIVA in Brussels. This fanzine is an ambulatory
tool, a guide to wandering in the city of Brussels, sit, contemplate, play, observe the landscapes all around. It is conceived as an individual or group activity, available 7 days a
week, valids for one year from 19 October 2017.
In other words, PLAYFUL ACTIVITIES FROM BENCH (fanzine) is a
collection of points of view.
A mural installation was created to introduce the fanzine
during the exhibition.

more images

COLORING GAME-POINT

COLORING GAME-POINT
PUBLIC GAME, 2017

COLORING GAME POINT /CGP is a POP-UP, an urban play center .
CGP offers leisure and temporary public service to experience a
new aesthetic of the souvenir photo or landscape photograph at
the Darsena, Milan’s district.
CGP asks to the pedestrian to imagine themselves as a round or
a square then, to draw down the geometrical shape chosen on a
handmade postcard and to interpret it in the urban landscape
for a photographic shot.
CGP promotes to color the urban landscape using swimming bath
cups and T-shirts.
In other words, CGP uses a laboratory form based on 3 activities: drawing, body activity and photographs.
CGP attributes 3 roles to the public: PEDESTRIAN / PARTICIPANT /
PLAYER
CGP proposes a game of 15 MIN long, it is free and suitable for
adults and children. CGP has terminated with a collective action, an attempt group photo, on Friday 15th September at 7PM.

more images
COLORING GAME POINT has been performed FOR 2.25 m2 / DARSENA PERFORMING OPEN CALL EDICOLA RADETZKY residency project

BLEU-BERRY

BLEU-BERRY
LIVE LOOP SHOW, 90’, 2017

BLEU-BERRY is one minute song about vegetables and fruits
sang live for 90 minutes.
BLEU-BERRY is also a collective game.
The audience got a fanzine and a kit of colors to complete
the text. Anyone who wanted could so sing with us.

BLEU-BERRY HAS BEEN CREATED FOR the second room in occasion
of the COLORING CODE BOOK BUILDING’show

concept/ texts/ voices FRANCESCA CHIACCHIO and MOTT FLYF

watch the video

NOI, TONDI PIROTECNICI

NOI, TONDI
PIROTECNICI
living drawing, 15’, 2017

NOI, TONDI PIROTECNICI (US, PYROTECHNIC ROUNDS) is a living
drawing that uses the social housing Cenni di Cambiamento in
Milan, as scenography.NOI, TONDI PIROTECNICI, has been realised
with the participation of the inhabitants.
NOI, TONDI PIROTECNICI is a composition of personalities,
colors and sounds collected in two weeks of residency in
‘mare culturale urbano’.
NOI, TONDI PIROTECNICI is a collective improvisation, a pyrotechnical show without fireworks. It has been played for
the first time on June 21 2017 and it has existed for 15 minutes.NOI, TONDI PIROTECNICI is, in other words, an explosion of
rounds put together to celebrate the arrival of the summer.
Why it is pyrotechnical ? Because it is a collective image
guided by a common objective: coloring the
architectures for few minutes.
concept/ texts/ coordination: FRANCESCA CHIACCHIO // music and text has been realised
in collaboration with DANIELE DIAMANTE, SKOCK (MATTIA SOFFIENTINI), FLO’W (FLAVIO
SCOTOLATI), ANDER ZALEM

have performed as rounds :
AGNESE FESTO, AICHA TRABELSI, ANNA RATTI, AURELIANO SAPIENZA, CLARA PITTINI , DARIO
MINOTTI, DENISE FERREIRA, ELISA COLOMBARI, ELWAN, FEDERICA LORANDI, FEDERICA PONTILLO, FRANCESCA SABATO, FRANCESCO MARCHESINI, FRANCESCO SILEO, GINEVRA PETROZZI,
GIORGIO, GIOVANNA MEDA, GIOVANNI ZENGA, GIUSEPPE, IBRAHIMA, LADY OSCAR , LORENZO
TORTORELLA, LUCA CENTRONE , MACOURA FOFANO, MARCO CUCCARO, MARTA MEDA, MARTINA
ROSSI, MASSIMO GIARNETTI , MATA HARI POETA, MONICA LINNER , MORENA MINOTTI , NADIA
ALLOGGIO, NATORIUM, NFAMARA, OLJIA TARESSOC, OWEN BELLI, PAOLA BOCCARDO, RACHED
TRABELSI, RIADH TRABELSI, RICCARDO BONATO, RICCARDO GIUDICI, ROQUE CERENO, SANDRA
CARDONE , SIMONA CIARABOLO, SIMONA DE PASQUALE, SONIA AZZI, STEFANO CERENO,
TAVOLATO VITTORIO, VINCENZA LOFINO, XAVIER

watch the video

COLORING CODE BOOK BUILDING

COLORING CODE
BOOK
BUILDING
performance 90’, 2017

COLORING CODE BOOK BUILDING is a POP-UP SHOW
Playful series of presences, codes, protocols, colors come
together in a collective improvisation.
COLORING CODE BOOK BUILDING handed the pubic felt pens and
fanzines, in order to wander through the building of nadine.
COLORING CODE BOOK BUILDING is a collective playground.
COLORING CODE BOOK BUILDING run for 90 minutes, as a football match.
COLORING CODE BOOK BUILDING took place at NADINE, rue Gallait
80, 1030 BXL.
PERFORMED by:
CHAMBRE 1: Hicham El Hamouri, Stephanie Grootaers, Laryssa KI?, Katy
Kirzynowski, Juliette Thomas
(special thanks to Nicolas Gardrat for having contributed to draw the
game’s protocol)
CHAMBRE 2: Francesca Chiacchio, Mott Flyf
CHAMBRE 3: Gwenola Rozec, Castelie Yalombo, Valentin Ferré (SOUND)
CHAMBRE 4: Camille Dejean, , Swam Gautier, Fanny Heddebaut, Shankar
Lestrehan, Wided Ouassale, Debora Woinke, Marco Giongrandi (MUSIC),
Nicola Lancerotti (MUSIC), Quentin Stokart (MUSIC)

watch the video
images from : COLORING CODE BOOK BUILDING, NADINE
(c) Alessandro Nassiri, Simon Gillard

COLORING BOOK N.1 / POINTS YEL-

COLORING BOOK N.1 /
POINTS YELLOW/RED/
BLEU/GREEN
performance 6’19’’, 2017

Coloring Book N1 / Points: Yellow/Red/Bleu/Green is a ‘interactive’ performance. It is composed by an object (a coloring
book) and performers on stage.
In other words, Coloring Book N1 / Points: Yellow/Red/Bleu/
Green uses a coloring book to illustrate gestural and bodily
combinations on stage. The public receive the Coloring Book N1 /
Points: Yellow/Red/Bleu/Green and some pencils at the entrance
of the hall. A voice off, recorded, gives the rules of the play.
The public can colour it during the performance, or do it later
(as a memory exercise) or never do it. Coloring Book N1 / Points:
Yellow/Red/Bleu/Green is the booklet of the play and it is an
art object.
Coloring Book N1 / Points: Yellow/Red/Bleu/Green is the first of
a series.
Coloring Book N1 / Points: Yellow/Red/Bleu/Green exists in 50
copies.

watch the video
concept, choreography by Francesca Chiacchio
with: Francesca Chiacchio (green/voice), Camille Dejean (red), Gwenola
Rozec (Bleu), Castelie Yalombo (yellow).

IL PALINSESTO (extract) 1

IL PALINSESTO
(extract) #1
performance 15’, 2016

IL PALINSESTO (extract) 1 or ‘the colour’s parade’ has been
created after two days of workshop opened to non-professional performers for ‘The School of Narrative Dance’ by
Marinella Senatore for the opening of ParcDesign Biennale
2016 in Parc Duden in Brussels.
This performance consists in a walk in the middle of the savage vegetable garden created for the Biennale, following a
simple protocol as a children play.
The performers learnt 4 sequences of movements inspired by
sport competitions as swimming, run, tennis and football.
Each sequence was composed by 4 gestures, and each one was
associated to a number.
The aim was to walk in one and uniform line from the beginning until the end of the garden.
Each participant could scream the number, playing with the
rhythm and intonation.
The first part of the walk was regular and it followed the
same sequence. Instead, for the second part, the participants
could call the sequence by a letter:
A = swimming; B = run; C = tennis; D = football; E = joker
Mistakes and misunderstandings were part of the process
and they were essential elements to break the uniformity.
The result was a sort of colours choral parade, made by
collective gestures and voices.
concept, choreography by Francesca Chiacchio
interpreted by Francesca Chiacchio, Camille Dejean, Sofia Ghani, Isabelle Henrion, Gwenola Rozec, Debora Woinke, Castelie Yalombo

IL PALINSESTO (extract) 2

IL PALINSESTO
(extract) 2
performance, 2016

IL PALINSESTO (extract) 2 or ‘geometrical forms’ has been
created after two days of workshop opened to non-professional performers for ‘The School of Narrative Dance’ by
Marinella Senatore for the opening of ParcDesign Biennale
2016 in Parc Duden in Brussels.
This performance consists in making bodies forms in the middle of the park. I asked to the performers to feel their bodies
as spots of colours and to underline the architecture of
the environment.
The only rule was to count silently between 30 and 60 seconds before to change position or place.
The result was a series of geometrical coloured forms,
coated on the grass, lined on a bench, flattened on a step,
rounded on concretes spheres, which accompanied the gaze
of the audience in the middle of the park.

concept, choreography by Francesca Chiacchio
interpreted by Francesca Chiacchio, Camille Dejean, Sofia Ghani, Isabelle Henrion, Gwenola Rozec, Debora Woinke, Castelie Yalombo

IL PALINSESTO

IL PALINSESTO
performance 32’, 2016

IL PALINSESTO in Italian means palimpsest and TV schedule.
It is the practice of organizing and or ordering of broadcast media programs (Internet, television, radio, etc. ) in a
daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly or season-long schedule.
(from Wikipedia)
IL PALINSESTO is a strategy, a discourse, an instrument, a
narration, a dramaturgy, a game, an art, a mosaic
(from Luca Barra, ‘Palinsesto’ Storia e tecnica della programmazione televisiva. Ed. Laterza, 2015)
IL PALINSESTO is the title of a performance that collects an
imaginary based on drawings, abstractions, and colours. It
evokes a television program made by absurdities and ironical inventory. It is composed by short sketches, interspaced
by advertisements and jingles. It’s made by non-professional
dancers through workshop and protocols. It is a guarantee
of coexistence of varieties without a meaningful narrative,
because in television a car passing in the middle of a desert
can interrupt a political speech.

watch the video
concept, choreography by Francesca Chiacchio
with the artistic intervention by Béatrice Baillet, Valentin Ferré, Roberto Verde
interpreted by Francesca Chiacchio, Camille Dejean, Salomé Genès,
Fanny Heddebaut, Juliette Otter, Juliette Thomas, Roberto Verde, Debora Woinke, Lou Vercelletto, Castelie Yalombo, Faye Yannarou
images from IL PALINSESTO, Dexia Art Center, Brussels, 2016

PHOTOS A LA PLAGE - ZOAGLI

PHOTOS A
LA PLAGE-ZOAGLI
photos, 2016

It is a series of photos and an idea for a water performance.

concept:Francesca Chiacchio
with: Adelina Bichis, Francesca Chiacchio, Debora Woinke

LE GARAGE (en janvier)

LE GARAGE
(en janvier)
video 5h, 43’, 2016

Before January 2016, from my window, I could see a bright
rectangle in the middle of the city. It was a private garage.
Since I saw it from the first time, I had the desire to draw
colour volumes and lines in this white stage embed in the
middle of Brussels.
In January 2016 I saw a building company planned to build up
new floors changing this privileged scenery of the city view.
The urgency of the vanishing of this abstract stage, the
garage, provoked me a reaction.
For 8 days, I filmed bodies moving on this stage, which
changed day by day.
At the beginning it was clear and still empty but little by
little scaffoldings, pillars and tarpaulins modified its configuration.
Others and me filmed from the window giving the direction to
the performers with a walkie-talkie.
LE GARAGE (en janvier) is a surrealistic document, a
souvenir of a city view and a drawing in motion.

watch the video
concept, choreography by Francesca Chiacchio
with: Estelle Bibbo, Sacha Caloussis, Leen Van Dommelen, Justine François, Juliette Thomas, Faye Yannarou, Roberto Verde,
Capucine Vever

SPORT ATTITUDES

SPORT ATTITUDES
2H WORKSHOP, NEWFOUNDLAND, Mechelen (BE), 2017

Making images through sports protocols.
This laboratory has been carried out through the use of
protocols inspired by sports competitions. The objective
was to create a list of body’s rules to play with.
We experimented together how to build up a game of words,
movements and colors, using the natural environment as a
stage: a wild covered vegetables garden in Mechelen (BE).
I brought a book titled ‘ TUTTI GLI SPORT DEL MONDO’ / ALL THE
SPORT OF THE WORLD’ as a source of inspiration, some colored
T-shirts in order to colored the green environment by flat
colors.
This workshop has been created for NEWFOUNDLAND that is
inspired by the idea of gardening, as the practice of growing
and cultivating. The aim is to create a platform and connect
people, push for the idea of sharing, support and encourage
interdisciplinary research and dialogue, opening a platform
for feedback and critical exchange as well as to offer a
new experimental zone, where the artists are able to step
out of their comfort zone and be part of a new experience.

COLORING BOOK (TUTORIAL)

COLORING BOOK
(TUTORIAL)
2H WORKSHOP, TURN_A_LAB, Brussel

This Atelier is an experimentation itself.
It wants to be a tutorial as the one we easily find on the
internet. I’m interested in tutorials’ languages because they
are based on imitation.
And imitation is a good way to test and start to try out
every kind of activity: bricolage, movement sessions, cooking, etc. COLORING BOOK TUTORIAL is a tutorial to make COLORING BOOKS. Coloring Books is a project of ‘IL PALINSESTO, and
it is based on scores in shape of fanzines.
How did we proceed?
A
We warmed up imitating aerobics and yoga classes for
30 minutes.
B – Then, we imitated geometries and colors with our bodies,
asking...How can we imagine to be square and round in the
space using colored objects?
What does it mean to be a geometrical form using our own
body? (30 min)
C
in order to go forward in the imagination as a topic
and a language, I gave to the participants some mini fanzines,
which we used to draw our scores, based on geometries and
abstract forms. (30 min)
D
at the end of the lab, we played with all the tools
we have discovered together, making a series of mini Coloring
Books!

MAKE IMAGES WITH PROTOCOLS

MAKE IMAGES WITH
PROTOCOLS
WORKSHOP, ParkDesign, Parc Duden, Brussel

This workshop carried out through the use of protocols inspired by sports competitions and tourist gestures selected
by travel catalogues. The objective was to create an image
in motion, framed and uniforms, where the bodies disappear
behind to geometric shapes and colored volumes.This workshop has been created in the frame of The School of Narrative Dance a project by Marinella Senatore.

LINES, POINTS, SURFACES

LINES, POINT, SURFACES
2H WORKSHOP, VILLA EMPAIN, Brussels

LINES, POINTS, SURFACES takes the children on a playful exploration
to examine the links between architecture, body and color.
The workshop begins with an analysis of the geometric shapes
of the Villa, which are then transposed on paper, to conclude
the workshop the geometrical partitions created by doing so are
brought to life through movement.

more images
images from LINES, POINTS, SURFACES, VILLA EMPAIN, Brussels

FRANCESCA CHIACCHIO lives and works in Brussels (1984) / email : francesca.chiacchio@gmail.com / 0032(0)475627446 / WWW.ILPALINSESTO.COM

AS IMAGE’s MAKER
SOLO

ESERCIZIO COLLETTIVO N2/TWISTER, Museum Night Fever, BIP MUSEUM, Brussels (BE), 2018
X MODI PER COLORARE L’ABITARE, BASE, la Triennale di Milano, Milan (IT), 2018
COLORING GAME-POINT /PUNTO COLORE LUDICO, Edicola Radetzsky, Milan (IT), 2017
NOI, TONDI PIROTECNICI, Mare Culturale Urbano, Milan (IT), 2017
THE COLORING CODE BOOK BUILDING, Nadine, Brussels (BE), 2017
HOW TO MAKE A DECORATIVE GARDEN (IN INDIA), Clark House Initiative, Mumbai (IN), 2015

COLLECTIVE/FESTIVAL
WHAT’S FOR BREAKFAST? A song for collective awakening with MOTT FLYF, ZINNEMA, Brussels (BE), 2018
BLUE-BERRY. Live Loop Show about vegetables and fruits with MOTT FLYF, W-O-L-K-E, Brussels (BE), 2017
THE COLORING BOOK N2 / POINTS:YELLOW/RED/BLUE/GREEN, 4th Edition Antwerp Academy Art Book Fair, Antwerp (BE), 2017
DES ACTIVITES LUDIQUES AUTOUR DU BANC (FANZINE), IN ‘MICROSCOPIE DU BANC’, FONDATION CIVA, Brussels (BE), 2017
BLUE-BERRY. Live Loop Show about vegetables and fruits with MOTT FLYF, Nadine, Brussels (BE), 2017
THE COLORING BOOK N1 / POINTS:YELLOW/RED/BLUE/GREEN, The NewSpace, Brussels (BE), 2017
CHERCHE / TROUVE + LE GARAGE (en janvier) in The Bloom Experiment, Hotel Bloom, Brussels (BE), 2017
IL PALINSESTO (extract) N1-2 in/for ‘The School of Narrative Dance’ by M.Senatore, Biennial Parckdesign Brussels (BE), 2016
LE GARAGE (en janvier), La Cheminée, Brussels (BE), 2016
IL PALINSESTO N1, DEXIA ART CENTER, Brussels (BE), 2016
ESERCIZIO COLLETTIVO N1/TWISTER, in ISAC CONNECTED, Centrale Electrique, Brussels (BE), 2016
LE SANDWICH, La Balsamine, Brussels (BE), 2015
LA SOUPE in ‘LE CABARET selon Geraldine Py et Roberto Verde’, Espace GT, Marseille (FR), 2015

AS WORKSHOPS’ MAKER

SPORT EXERCISES in NEWFOUNDLAND festival, Mechelen (BE), 2017
COLORING BOOK (TUTORIAL) TURN-A-LAB, Brussels (BE), 2017
POINTS, LIGNES, SURFACE, Villa Empain - Boghossian Foundation, Brussels (BE), 2016
IL PALINSESTO (extract) n1 -2 in/for ‘The School of Narrative Dance’ by M. Senatore, Biennial Parckdesign, Brussels (BE), 2016

PUBLICATIONS

IL PALINSESTO/ on paper/ SINGLES- LE GROS, 5 VOLUMES edited by CQMT Editions (MAY, 2017)

RESIDENCIES

WAB, WANDERING ART BIENNAL, Brussels upcoming
CASA BASE, IN ‘999 DOMANDE SULL’ABITARE’, TRIENNALE DI MILANO, Milan (IT), 2018
2.25 m2 / DARSENA PERFORMING OPEN CALL EDICOLA RADETZKY residency project, Milan (IT), 2017
LABORATOIRE DE TRAVERSE N8, Compagnie InVitro, La Fileuse, Reims (FR), 2016
RESIDENCE SUDDENLY, Beauchery (FR), 2013
5049’19.50’’N421’25.53’’E, erg’s gallery, Brussels (BE), 2012

AS INTERPRETER

QUAND EST-CE, video by Ian Menoyot, 2017
PROJET P&P - THE CHANNEL, video by Michel Couturier, 2016
REPETITION a collective exhibition curated by Asad Raza and Nicola Lees in Boghossian Foundation, Brussels (BE), 2016
l HAD A DREAM ABOUT YOU by Danilo Correale in La Loge, Brussels (BE), 2016
1/MUSEUM by Joëlle Tuerlinckx, Lempertz, Galerie Nagel - Draxel, Brussels (BE), 2016
JUNK LOOP, sound piece by Capucine Vever and Valentin Ferré, Superstructure, Nantes (FR), 2016
on a pensé à fellation et poulet röti mais bon... by Yves - Noël Genod , La Raffinerie /Charleroi Danse, Brussels (BE), 2015
THAT’S IT (+3 FREE minutes) Staged lecture by Joëlle Tuerlinckx on a live soundtrack by Christoph Fink, Tate Modern, London (UK), VeemTheater,
Amsterdam (NL); STUK, Leuven (BE); Kaaitheater, Brussels (BE), 2014-2016
CORPS PARTAGE by Charlotte Vanden Eynde, De Markten, Brussels (BE), 2014
LA LOGIQUE DU PROMENEUR by Joëlle Tuerlinckx, Haus der Kunst, Munich (DE), 2013

EDUCATION

MA in ISAC (Institut Supérieur des Art et des Chorégraphies), ARBA, Brussels (BE), 2014 -2016_
MA History of Contemporary Art, University La Sapienza, Rome (IT), 2011
BA History of Contemporary Art, University La Sapienza, Rome (IT), 2009

